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PLANNING APP No: 17/01968/FUL

Date Application Valid: 22nd December 2017
KPI Deadline: 22/02118 KPI Target Met? Y

Proposal Two Storey Rear Extension

Address 7 Rankin Road I Case Officer:
Cambusnethan Mr Gary McEwan
Wishaw
ML28PG

Local Plan Policies HCF 1 A − Residential Amenity
DSP4 − Quality of Development

Planning History
. 13/01044/FUL Two Storey Rear Extension (Granted)

Site Visit Date(s) 12/01/18
Weekly List Date 11th January 2018 I Weekly List Expiry Date 1st February 2018
Neighbour 8th January 2018 Neighbour Notification 29th January 2018Notification Sent Expiry Date
Advert Date NA Advert Expiry Date NA

Detailed Considerations COMMENTS

Siting Two storey semi−detached dwellinghouse located within an established
residential area. The property is bounded by dwellinghouses on all sides.

Design and Materials The proposal is for a two storey rear extension. The extension would have a
small single storey element. The single storey 'lean−to' element of the proposal
would be located on the boundary between property Nos. 7 and 9 Rankin
Road. The single storey element would project 5.8m from the rear of the
property, would be 1.3m in width and 3.2m in height. The two storey element of
the proposal would be 1.2m from the boundary (from eaves), would project
5.8m from the rear of the property would be 4.4m wide and 6.3m in height. The
external materials proposed are not explicitly stated on the drawings.

Daylight/Sunlight A test has been conducted which has indicated that while the proposal just
meets the minimum acceptable percentage of daylight (with extension = 27.5%,
minimum accepted = 27%, current situation = 36%), the proposal would result
in the total loss of sunlight to the French doors on the ground floor of the
adjoining dwelling at No. 9 Rankin Road. Currently the French doors at the
neighbouring property receive 27% of the total available sunlight (Minimum
acceptable is 25%). The reason for this is due to the north west facing rear
elevation. The erection of the proposed extension would result in the total loss
of sunlight received by these French doors reducing the amount of sunlight
received to 0%. The owner of the property at No. 9 Rankin Road has confirmed
that the French doors lead to a dining room and that there are no other direct
sources of natural light which serve the room.

Boundary Treatment The property has a 1.8m high wall and fence to the rear of the property.

Privacy There is an upper floor window proposed for the north east elevation, however
this is a bathroom window and would be obscured glazing. There is a window
proposed for the ground floor of the south west facing elevation, which would
be a family room. On the north west facing elevation there would be French
doors on the ground floor and a bedroom window on the upper floor. Given that
the upper floor window on the north east elevation of the extension would be
obscured glazing, this would have no significant negative impact on privacy.
The ground floor living room window proposed for the south west facing
elevation would be adequately screened by a 1.8m high timber fence in place.
The ground floor French doors proposed for the rear elevation of the extension
would be adequately screened by the existing 1.8m high boundary treatment.
The upper floor rear facing bedroom window would not result in any direct
window to window issues, although it would result in some overlooking of
neighbouring garden areas. On balance it is considered that the proposal would



not result in any significant privacy issues.

Adjacent Levels There are no site level differences between the two directly adjacent dwellings
at Nos. 5 and 9 Rankin Road, although it is noted that the rear garden areas
are split level, with the rear section of the gardens being approximately 1.3m
higher.

Landscaping (including garden The proposal would result in some impact on the rear amenity space; however
ground) adequate private amenity space would be retained within the site.
Access, Parking & Turning The proposal would have no impact on access or parking within the site.

Site Constraints The site is located within Coal Authority Referral Zone 2, where the standing
advisory notes apply.

Consultation Responses None.

Representations None.

Any Other Material None.
Considerations

Report

Permission is sought for a two storey rear extension.

Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 requires that planning decisions must be
made in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. In this case,
the proposal is not of strategic significance and as such, should be assessed in terms of the relevant local plan
policies.

Development Plan − North Lanarkshire Local Plan:
The site is zoned as HCF1A (Residential Amenity). Policy HCF1A aims to protect the existing residential
amenity through a presumption against development detrimental to such areas. Policy DSP 4 (Quality of
Development) is also of relevance and seeks to ensure that developments are well designed and do not have
an adverse impact on neighbouring amenity. While the proposal would be acceptable in terms of the impact on
privacy, the garden ground which would be retained and that it would have no negative impact on the parking
or access to the site, it is considered that given the size, scale and location of the extension proposed it would
result in an unacceptable loss of sunlight at the neighbouring property at No. 9 Rankin Road. A test has been
conducted which has indicated that while the proposal just meets the minimum acceptable percentage of
daylight (with extension = 27.5%, minimum accepted = 27%, current situation = 36%), the proposal would
result in the total loss of sunlight to the French doors on the ground floor of the adjoining dwelling at No. 9
Rankin Road. Currently the French doors at the neighbouring property receive 27% of the total available
sunlight (Minimum acceptable is 25%). The reason for this is due to the north west facing rear elevation. The
erection of the proposed extension would result in the total loss of sunlight received by these French doors
reducing the amount of sunlight received to 0%. The owner of the property at No. 9 Rankin Road has
confirmed that the French doors lead to a dining room and that there are no other direct sources of natural light
which serve the room. The proposal is therefore contrary to Policies HCF 1A (Residential Areas) and DSP4 of
the North Lanarkshire Local Plan in that it would have a significant detrimental impact on residential amenity by
virtue of loss of sunlight.

Other Material Considerations:
Previous Application 131010441FUL: An application was approved for a similar sized two storey extension at
this address on 23/08/13. The applicant had 3 years from this date to enact the permission; however the
permission has now lapsed. The extension which was granted was 0.5m lower in height, both at the eaves and
ridge height of the extension. The roof approved also had a hipped design. Crucially however when the sunlight
and daylight test was revisited during the current application, it was found that this had been carried out
incorrectly. The extension had been plotted incorrectly with the extension only being shown to project by 4.1m
(the distance from the rear of the house to the existing garage on the plan) and the calculations were also
carried out incorrectly. The result of this error was that the previous proposal was deemed to be acceptable
and approved, when in fact either an amended scheme should have been sought or the proposal should have
been refused at this time.

Similar Proposals Approved: In an effort to justify the proposal, the applicant has provided various addresses
of properties which they feel have similar extensions, in similar situations to the application site. While the
applicant has identified cases which they believe to be similar, none were directly comparable. The key issue
with the proposal is that it has failed the sunlight test to a significant degree.



In conclusion it is considered that the proposal would result in the unacceptable loss of sunlight at the
neighbouring dwelling of No. 9 Rankin Road and as such the proposal is contrary to Policies HCF 1A
(Residential Areas) and DSP 4 (Quality of Development) in the North Lanarkshire Local Plan and for this
reason it is recommended that planning permission be refused.

Date 13th February 2018

Reasoned Justification

The proposal is considered not to comply with the terms of the adopted policy HCF 1A (Residential Areas)
and DSP 4 (Quality of Development) in the North Lanarkshire Local Plan in that it would result in a
significant impact upon residential amenity by virtue of loss of sunlight.

Recommendation: Refuse for the FollowingReasons:−The

proposal is contrary to Policies HCF 1A (Residential Areas) and DSP4 of the North Lanarkshire
Local Plan in that it would have a significant detrimental impact on residential amenity by virtue of loss of
sunlight received by the adjoining house.


